
COMPARE AND CONTRAST PROFESSIONA AND AMATEUR

The only way to achieve anything great is to spend thousands of hours on your craft. Learn the difference between
amateurs and professionals.

Amateurs focus on the short term. Professionals see failure as part of the path to growth and mastery.
Professionals understand that failure is an inevitable and necessary part of growth. EntryLevelRebel Getty
Images Every ambitious person asks him or herself the same question -- what will make me successful? I'm
going to ask you to consider being a professional. Luck aside, which approach do you think is going to yield
better results? Amateurs think in absolutes. Professionals realize that what happens in practice happens in
games. Professionals feel like they are capable of handling almost anything. Similarly, an amateur
programmer says, "I just write code; I don't test. Professionals understand when outcomes are the result of
luck. Amateurs focus on first-level thinking. Free newsletter : Get practical ideas based on proven science, art
and philosophy to achieve more with less effort, harness your creativity and become better at what you do.
Have a quote and contract for every job. But when the team nears the end of a sprint and could use a little help
testing for a day, an amateur programmer is likely to just code ahead on the next features rather than doing the
more helpful--but to some, less desirable--work of helping test. The professional may still prefer hitting the
long drives over making intricate putts. Get the contract signed by the client to confirm agreement. Think
about the receiver who catches the ball once on a difficult throw. Thou shalt commit to a schedule. Amateurs
are scared â€” scared to be vulnerable and honest with themselves. Likewise, you could commit to 3 days a
week of exercise or improving a specific part of your business. The answer is complicated and likely
multifaceted. Amateurs think they are good at everything. Amateurs give up at the first sign of trouble and
assume they're failures. The answer to this dilemma lies within the difference between amateurs and
professionals. After the job is complete, send client an invoice using your accounting software or an invoice
template you keep on hand. Professionals focus on making everyone better. One aspect is
mindsetâ€”specifically, the difference between amateurs and professionals. On a final note, here are a few
things to think about: Are you committed to being a professional in any area of your life? You might also
enjoy Amateurs go faster. Professionals go further. Amateurs focus on tearing other people down. The
professional programmer brings his or her full brain, experience and creativity to the job. I try to get there
around 7, and I work until 2 in the afternoon. Here are 5 key differences between Amateurs and
Professionalsâ€¦ 1. Amateurs only work and practice when they feel motivated to do so. Professionals focus on
getting the best outcome. Just code what was asked for. Can I catch the ball in the same situation 9 times out
of 10?


